Global Managed Firewall Solution Provides Scalability and Reliability

CASE STUDY
// Introduction

The client is a world leader in digital security technologies with global operations and a large footprint in EMEA and Asia Pacific. The client was in need of a proven and trusted global provider that could implement a customized total management and monitoring solution that securely protected the client’s critical data. The client’s data centers spanned three continents and their existing network infrastructure was not able to support the fast growth of the company and the demands of their growing customer base. The client was seeking a qualified services provider that could design and integrate a customized solution on a global scale, and also manage the products and services as a total infrastructure solution.

// Solution Overview

Zensar’s Security Practice provided the client with a total solution of consultancy/assessment, integration/implementation, support and managed services. Zensar was able to deliver a customized approach that focused on all areas of their infrastructure that incorporated solution design, multilayer firewall migration and managed security services. Zensar implemented proven security solutions that were all ITIL based resulting in improved reliability and quality of services.

// Business Outcomes

- Dedicated Team – Zensar’s on-site resources allows for increased response times and real-time visibility of the client’s multi-system environment
- Global Breadth – Ability to design, implement and manage services across continents in a seamless manner
- Scalability and Flexibility – Integrated a proven and effective solution that could support future growth and resulted in cost savings
- Expansive Technology Partnerships – Zensar’s breadth of partnerships with the industry’s leading technology providers enabled the integration of combined hardware and software environments, which mitigated risk and combatted threats with a layered network environment
- Total Infrastructure Solutions – The total infrastructure solution that Zensar provided helped the client to execute their own business model and service their valued customers